"The fairer the better?" Use of potentially toxic skin bleaching products.
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Abstract:

Background: Skin bleaching is a widespread phenomenon in spite of their potentially toxic health effects.

Objectives: This study aimed to determine if such products are used in Sweden in particular by pregnant women, furthermore to explore immigrant women’s view skin bleaching.

Methods: 455 pregnant women completed a questionnaire, which were statistically analysed. Focus groups and individual interviews were conducted with immigrant women, content analysis was used to assess the data.

Results: Skin bleaching products were used by 2.6\% of pregnant women, significantly more by women born in non-European countries. Motivating factors were associated with the concept of beauty together with social and economic advantages. The women had low awareness of the potential health risks of the products. Regulations on the trade of skin bleaching products have not effectively reduced the availability of the products in Sweden nor the popularity of skin bleaching.

Conclusion: There is need for further research especially among pregnant women and possible effects on newborns. Products should be tested for toxicity. Public health information should be developed and health care providers educated and aware of this practice, due to their potential negative health implications.
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Introduction

Skin bleaching refers to the use of chemical agents to lighten skin colour. Such products can be prescribed to treat hyperpigmentation disorders\textsuperscript{1}, but are more frequently used intentionally to lighten skin complexion. The regular and sustained use of skin bleaching products has been practiced in African and Asian contexts for decades, with prevalence estimates from 25\% to 96\%\textsuperscript{2-6}. Skin bleaching continues to affect communities “of colour” disproportionately\textsuperscript{6}, but has extended beyond the African and Asian continents\textsuperscript{7-11}. While traditionally a female practice, use has become more popular also among men in recent years\textsuperscript{12}.

Skin bleaching products include creams, ointments, soaps, capsules/pills, and injections. The most commonly used products contain hydroquinone, corticosteroids or mercury\textsuperscript{4}. These agents act in different ways to lighten skin, but generally work by suppressing the production of melanin, the pigment which gives human skin its colour\textsuperscript{13-15}. While effective in lightening skin colour, the products are also associated with health risks, such as dermatitis, impaired wound healing and adrenal suppression\textsuperscript{12,16}. Mercury is associated with adverse neurological, psychological and renal effects and organic mercury compounds also have the ability to cross the placenta with toxic effects for the foetus\textsuperscript{3,12,15,16-19}.

Medical concerns about safety have resulted in more stringent regulations and prohibitions on the production and trade of certain products in many countries. These efforts, however, appear to have done little to curb the growing popularity of skin bleaching around the world, nor the widespread availability of the products\textsuperscript{6,20,21}. Health problems are regularly observed, and globalisation continues to fuel the flow of goods\textsuperscript{7-8,22,23}.

To our knowledge, there are no formal studies assess-
ing the prevalence of skin bleaching products in Sweden. Given the widespread use and popularity of skin bleaching products globally and their potential adverse health effects, it is critical to address this knowledge gap in Sweden today, where immigrants comprise 15% of the country’s population\(^2^4\). The aim of this study was to determine the prevalence of skin bleaching among pregnant women in Sweden, and further to explore the perceptions of immigrant women on practice, safety, availability of skin bleaching products, and underlying factors motivating a preference for lighter skin.

**Methods**

An exploratory design was chosen to answer the research questions as there were no earlier studies in Sweden to build upon. In the tradition of methodological triangulation\(^2^5\), we selected a combination of quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques to gain a more nuanced understanding of the phenomenon of skin bleaching. The qualitative methods were also used to follow-up on unanswered questions which emerged during the analysis of the quantitative data.

**Quantitative component**

At a university hospital in Sweden, the two senior researchers, who planned the study, invited all pregnant women attending a routine ultrasound examination during weeks 16-18 gestation to answer a short anonymous questionnaire while awaiting their appointments (July to October 2012). The women were given the study information and questionnaires at the time of arrival to the hospital for their routine scans, by a receptionist. The midwives and doctors providing the ultrasound were not involved in the study, which was completed before the medical examination. The documents were available in Swedish, English, French and Kiswahili. The questionnaire contained five closed questions on socio-demographic information and obstetric history, one question on prior and present use of skin bleaching products and, for users, questions regarding duration, frequency, satisfaction and if adverse effects were observed. Three open questions explored what kind of products were used, where the products were applied and what kind of adverse effects were observed, if any. The questionnaires were voluntarily returned, placed in a sealed box in the waiting room of the clinic. The box was emptied every other day by one of the researchers. The responses were entered into a statistical database created using IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 18. Data was summarised in frequency tables. Chi-square tests were used for comparison between users and non-users. The results were considered significant at p-values of less than 0.05.

**Qualitative component**

The second stage of the study involved a further three months of data collection (November 2012 to January 2013). Three focus group discussions (FGDs) were conducted in a meeting room at the hospital, with four women in each group. African women participated in the first two groups and Asian women in the third FGD. The FGDs lasted approximately 60 minutes each. Four individual interviews were conducted face-to-face in one of the university offices or, over the internet, with Skype or Facebook Messenger. We identified participants using snowball sampling; immigrant women known to the study researchers were asked to help in identifying other participants from their social networks for the study. One of the researchers contacted the women and explained the purpose and procedures for voluntary participation. The FGDs and interviews were conducted in English, as all participants were fluent in English, using a topic guide covering perceptions on the use of skin bleaching products, motivations for skin bleaching, knowledge of the safety and types of products used, and their availability in Sweden.

Extensive written notes were taken during the FGDs and interviews, by the last author, JO. Qualitative content analysis according to Graneheim & Lundman was followed\(^2^6\) and used. The textual data was read by all authors, who identified meaning units, coded and organised them into sub-categories and categories (Figure 1). The authors discussed the categories emerging from the data. After analysing two FGDs and all individual interviews, we decided to conduct a focus group with women born in Asian countries to check for potential variation in the phenomenon of skin bleaching by continents. However, similar findings were acquired.

**Study group**

The combined clinical, research and life experiences of the multidisciplinary group of researchers ensured capacity to perform this mixed methods study with competence. ED and BMA planned the study and JO, PhD-student born in Kenya, but resident in Sweden during the study period, carried out the qualitative discussions and interviews. BMA, also born in Kenya, has
vast relevant experience on the interplay of ethnicity and women’s health issues in various African countries. JI, BMA and ED brought expertise on the analysis of qualitative data to the team. ED, gynecologist/obstetrician, consultant at the university hospital during the study period, contributed with clinical knowledge and practice of both quantitative and qualitative research.

Ethical clearance
Permission for the study was obtained from the Regional Ethical Review Board, Uppsala, Sweden (Dnr 2011/020). All women in the study were given verbal and written information on the principle of voluntary participation to ensure that they were not obliged to participate and could decide to stop without implications for their health care. When a pregnant woman decided to answer the anonymous questionnaire and leave it in the sealed box, we considered she had provided informed concept to participate in the study, a procedure accepted by the ethics review committee. The questionnaires were anonymous, thus findings could not be linked to any respondent.

Results
Quantitative
During the study period, 857 pregnant women attended the antenatal clinic for routine ultrasound examinations and 455 (53%) completed the study questionnaires (Table 1). Eighty-five percent (388) of the participants were born in Sweden, 14% (65) were born in other countries, and two women did not indicate their birth country. Sixty percent of the participants had completed a university education. The foreign-born participants were originally from 39 countries, 17 in Europe, 13 in the Middle East and Asia, eight in Africa and one in South America. There were no significant differences between users and non-users according to age or parity. Twelve of the 455 women (2.6%) stated they used skin bleaching products. Four women were Swedish, three were originally from Asian countries, two from African countries, two from the Middle East, and one woman did not list her country of origin, parity or highest education. Significantly more women (p=<0,001) born in other countries were current users (12%) of skin bleaching products, than the Swedish born women.

The women used these products for prolonged periods, all but one stating they had used the products for either 3 to 6 years or more than 6 years. The women primarily used cream products, and mainly applied the products to their faces. The majority of women (72.7%) using the products were satisfied with the results, and no one mentioned any side effects from the products.

Qualitative
Sixteen participants were foreign-born women, ranging in age from 22 to 50 years. They had all immigrated to Sweden from African and Asian countries including Kenya, Uganda, Burundi, Bangladesh, Thailand, Vietnam and India. The results of the FGDs and individual interviews support the findings from the questionnaire, that bleaching products are used in Sweden, and primarily by immigrant women. The interviews disentangled some of the complex reasons why women use these products; how the safety and efficacy of the products is perceived; and how easily skin bleaching products are obtained. Three categories were developed through the analysis process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Distribution of pregnant women in Sweden on usage of skin bleaching products.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non users n=443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age and range, years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second or more pregnancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born in Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Born in other countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown birth country</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motivating factors

Bleaching practices and women's motivations for it, were discussed with ease, and described as constant and ubiquitous both in women's home countries and social circles in Sweden – a common daily activity, similar to “brushing one’s teeth”. On the surface, the primary motivation for skin bleaching was explained simply as a means “to be much more beautiful”. There was no consensus amongst participants on an ideal image or definition of beauty, but it was accepted that beauty equated to fairer skin, with fairness being a relative concept. These discussions typically turned to the factors underlying the equation of fair skin and beauty. Participants commented on the role of Western and local media and marketing influences in transporting and perpetuating a Western image, and how producers attempt to appeal to local standards of beauty by using models from the region. Look at all the celebrities and all the advertisements. All those people on those posters look almost white. If it were not for their other physical features, they would pass for white people. And who does not want to become as popular as them? (Thai woman).

A commonly shared explanation for the positive correlation between fair skin and beauty was that it extended to a range of tangible social and economic benefits, including access to better job opportunities, higher social status, better marriage proposals, and better life circumstances in general. Women who are lighter skinned are seen to be more beautiful…some do it to be able to get rich men for marriage, or even to get good jobs. Office jobs are normally left for pretty and light girls. (African FGD).

Some women even apply these products to their children in Sweden. You find them using different creams on the children to make their complexions lighter...so they do not get dark. (Burundian woman)

The participants referred mostly to skin bleaching practices in their home countries. However, they consistently agreed that the same beliefs and motivations for skin bleaching applied to their lives in Sweden. Thus the practice of skin bleaching, and the beliefs underlying it, seem to follow with immigration.

Light-skinned women are treated better back home and yes even here in Sweden. (Kenyan woman).

Perceived health risks

The FGDs included awareness and concerns about potential health risks associated with the use of skin bleaching products. A number of superficial side effects to the skin were mentioned, especially discolouration, greyness, redness and patching. Other women disagreed that the products had any negative side effects, or did not consider them significant.

Some people have been using these creams for a long time and I rarely see any side effects. I have been using it on my face for six years now and my face is much smoother than it ever has been. I think the side effects are overrated. (Asian FGD).

Other health consequences were cited, such as wounds that would not heal, skin infections, allergies, ulcers and thinned skin. It is notable that much of this knowledge was based on speculation or hearsay.

There are many people who say that those who bleach, especially those who use tablets and injections, cannot be operated upon as their skin is so thin and does not heal properly. I do not know how true that is… who knows, but the chemicals in these products cannot be without any side effects? (African FGD).

In regard to the safety of the products, participants had little knowledge about the contents or ingredients in skin bleaching products, nor any potential side effects including potential transmission through the placenta with effects to the foetus.

I don’t think the products have side effects for pregnancies or children…if you are just applying it on your skin, then I think it’s only the mother being affected. (African FGD).

The ingredient lists on product packages were not considered helpful as they primarily contain names without meaning for the average consumer. Where negative health consequences were mentioned in the discussions, they were attributed to use of cheaper or homemade bleaching products. Expensive products were perceived to be safer.

Some people use Jik, you know that product for keeping clothes white? They shower and scrub their bodies with Jik. There are many household products that people use, especially those that are acid-based. They really sting and burn the skin…Women who have lots of money use pills and injections to lighten their skin. That way, they get a more uniform skin change...some of the creams irritate the skin, so it’s much better with the injections and pills. (African FGD).

Another belief was that the effects of bleaching are reversed upon discontinuation of use. This discussion touched on the psychological complexity inherent in the use of skin bleaching products.

It is very difficult to stop bleaching. You see, when you stop using them, you reverse the benefits. Even though many people lighten their skin, they do not want people to know they are engaged in the...
practice. Many people like lighter-skinned women, but they look down upon skin bleaching practice. So many people that do bleach will rarely stop. (African FGD).

**Availability of skin bleaching products in Sweden**

Participants were unanimous that an extensive range of products are readily available for purchase in various shops in Sweden and on the internet.

> Skin lightening in Sweden is very common…There are many people who bleach their skin here…You can get a range of products here in Sweden, some I had never even seen before I came here. (Thai woman).

The women in our study also explained that skin bleaching supplies were frequently brought back to Sweden following visits to their home countries, or were sent by post from friends and family.

**Figure 1. Example of the analytical process moving from interview text to meaning units, sub-categories, and categories.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Meaning unit</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Women who are lighter skinned are seen to be more beautiful... some do it to be able to get rich men for marriage, or even to get good jobs. Office jobs are normally left for pretty and light girls.</td>
<td>Lighter skin is seen to be more beautiful</td>
<td>Advantages associated with fairer skin</td>
<td>Motivating factors</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

In this study we find that potentially toxic skin bleaching products are easily obtained and used in Sweden and long-term use is the norm also during pregnancy. Mahé et al., reports from Senegal that the cosmetic use of hydroquinone and corticosteroids were extensively prevalent among pregnant women and with negative impact on birth and placenta weights. Skin bleaching is motivated by complex psychological, economic and social factors. In agreement with other studies, we found that having a lighter shade of skin colour is always preferable, irrespective of one’s original colour. According to Franklin in, ‘Living in a Barbie world,’ there exists a social premium on light skin across races and this is a manifestation of white privilege. Regardless of one’s race, being closer to looking white accrues privileges tied to being white. The disproportionately high social capital attributed to fair skin is so powerful that women in our study spoke about mothers who also bleached their children’s skin.

A global overview of the geographic distribution of wealth based on household income shows the biggest gaps in equality fall cleanly along racial lines. Margaret Hunter writes that, “Many female bleachers observe the acute correlation between race and socio-economic class and want to improve their opportunities in the local employment and marriage markets, as well as adopt a cosmopolitan, modern identity.” The respondents in our study adhered to the same perception, that fairer skin is endowed with both social privilege and financial advantage and thus bleaching is motivated by aesthetic ideal, but also on a calculated analysis.

Hunter writes that there is shame around skin lightening in some cultures “either because one should ‘naturally’ have light skin, not chemically derived light skin, or because some believe that lightening the skin implies a shame of one’s race or ethnic identity.” We did not focus on the psychological impact of skin bleaching in our study, and further research on shame or stigma associated with the practice is necessary.

Public health information and necessary consumer information on the potential health risks of skin bleaching is limited and we found that women use skin bleach-
ing products without adequate information about their potential health risks. Neither health care practitioners nor governments have prioritised this as important patient and public health information. Furthermore our results indicate that national and international regulations, including prohibitions, on the manufacture and distribution of skin bleaching products, have not affected the availability of the products.

Strengths and limitations

A detailed description of the study design and participants has been provided for the readers to ensure trustworthiness and transferability of the findings. JO and BMA, both African women, have personal experience as immigrants in Sweden, which may have facilitated participants in relating to the topic and engaging in the interviews.

We chose to keep the questionnaire short, to reduce the burden for potential participants awaiting their ultrasound. With 53% responded, we have no information from those who decided not to answer, and thus true prevalence could be different from what was found. Irrespective, skin bleaching is present in Swedish society, and among pregnant women, with potential health effects. The target group of pregnant women in the quantitative part of the study can be discussed. Sweden is a multiethnic country and we wanted to mirror the population and not only explore the practice of skin bleaching among women of colour. We were interested to determine if prevalence was high enough to continue with testing for toxic products in the umbilical cord, blood, hair and urine of newborns, which we had ethical clearance to do. However, prevalence was low, and we concluded that the sample size for such an investigation could not be reached at present time in Sweden. A limitation was that we asked participants for their country of origin, rather than their ethnicity or skin colour, which would have been optimal and should be refined in future studies. Information on specific brands of skin bleaching products were not included in the questionnaire, thus we do not know the exact products and cannot assess their relative harmfulness or toxicity. Our study population reflected national statistics for pregnant women in Sweden regarding age, parity and immigration background, except for a slightly higher proportion with university education, which is not surprising as the study was performed in a university region.

This study illustrates a practice used among pregnant women and immigrant women. It shows the need to bring such knowledge forward in public and antenatal health services, particularly regarding the potential negative effects, as has been done with warnings regarding smoking and drinking alcohol. We do not know the extent of skin bleaching practice among non-pregnant women, and studies are needed to investigate this population as well. However cultural practices continue to spread globally and adverse medical effects will be strenuous on already limited health care resources. We encourage continued research into the multiple dimensions and implications of skin bleaching such as motivating factors for the use of these products, toxicity, sale, purchase and trade and identify effective alternative skin bleaching agents. Information on the potential adverse health effects is needed, and studies of the health implications for infants, has to be carried out in a country where cosmetic skin bleaching is more commonly used than in Sweden. As bleaching products are sold and used in Sweden, this knowledge is important to advocate for changes to the deeply-rooted and more insidious factors, such as racism, and to challenge widespread associations between fairer complexions, social status and beauty.
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